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Extended Abstract
1
ANStool and the AMPS system
Modern IP-based packet networks carry a number of varying services, and one of their crucial aspects
is the implementation of Quality of Service (QoS) techniques. Packet networks that support QoS can
accommodate simultaneously different traffic types, such as data, voice, and video, by handling timecritical traffic appropriately at congestion points. The most widely used architecture for providing QoS
in today’s packet networks is DiffServ [1], which is based on the concept of traffic classes. Each traffic
class is mapped to a Per-Hop Behavior (PHB), and PHBs are implemented at routers by means of
queuing and scheduling at congestion points, where queues are formed. By mapping different traffic
types into different PHBs, routers are able to ensure service guarantees.
The Greek National Research and Education Network (GRNET) has designed and implemented [2] a
complete solution for QoS services which includes a practical QoS service provisioning model that
requires only policing at the network perimeter, while core routers implement priority queuing
mechanism, and admission control based solely on the availability of IP premium bandwidth at the
access links. The implemented QoS framework also includes the specification of the supported QoS
classes.
A crucial issue for the operation of the QoS framework is its management, where it is necessary to
automate most of the operations. Therefore, GRNET has also designed and implemented a full versatile
management tool, called ANStool [2]. Its capabilities include the logical representation of the network
and service in a database, a user interface (UI) for QoS requests, real time admission control and
automatic network dimensioning, generation of QoS configuration for network devices, automatic
check of implemented QoS configuration on network devices and bug reporting. The main
characteristics of ANStool are that it is modular, is based on standards (XML, Web Services) and is not
vendor and network technology specific. Therefore, it can be adopted and configured on other domains
outside GRNET (such as other NRENs) with minimum effort. Users of the tool are all the NOCs
(Network Operating Centres) of the subscribers of GRNET, in order to use the QoS services, and the
basic network administration team of GRNET that manages the network devices.
While the ANS tool supports automated provisioning in a single managed network, provisioning in a
hierarchical federation requires interoperation between the various federation members and the
management infrastructure each has developed. This interoperation between such heterogeneous
applications is ideally achieved by the use of industry standards such as XML [3] and the Web Services
framework [4][5].

A separate effort has taken place in the framework of the GEANT2 project [6]. In this case, GN2
Service Activity 3 (SA3-AMPS project) has implemented a provisioning infrastructure based on Web
Services for usage within Géant’s federated network. Its main characteristic is that AMPS is a system
designed in order to operate end-to-end, across multiple independently managed domains. Provisioning
in AMPS is done by cooperating agents, each managing provisioning within a member network (“intradomain”), while all agents communicate to implement inter-domain provisioning requests.
The GRNET network, has been using its own internal tool (ANStool) for a long time, obtaining
experience and trust in its production-level maturity. This made it undesirable for GRNET to replace its
own tool with the AMPS intra-domain agent. In this paper, we describe the implementation details in
order to provide full interoperability between the two systems and enable requests from the AMPS tool
to be propagated and successfully handled by the ANS tool, and vice versa.
2
Implementation
For the interoperability of QoS services in GRNET and Géant domains, we adapted ANStool to serve
as the provisioning agent for the GRNET administrative domain, and to provide a user interface to the
AMPS service.
2.1 ANStool enhancements
Additionally, some enhancements to the ANStool were mandatory. Before any other development,
ANStool was adapted to support the uni-directional PIP bandwidth allocation model used by AMPS
(previously, ANStool always assumed bi-directional, symmetric-bandwidth requests). By means of this
new functionality, ANStool now allows the allocation of Premium IP bandwidth from a “source” to a
“destination” direction in either or in both directions.
Additionally, AMPS requests assume that only the incoming network interface (IP address of interface)
is known and the destination one is calculated using a pathfinding service. On the other hand, ANStool
requires both source and destination interfaces to be known, therefore in order to be able to process the
requests that come from AMPS, ANStool needs a pathfinding service too. In order to support the
“pathfinder” functionality, we implemented our own module as a Web Service that follows the
“pathfinder” XML schema (version 1) defined by AMPS. Our pathfinding algorithm is significantly
different from its AMPS counterpart, which is based on a traceroute. This is so because of our method
of pre-provisioning priority queuing for PIP on every interface in the network core. Therefore,
ANStool only needs the terminal border-router interface and next-hop, based on the “destination” of
the request and does not need the internal path. Because our network core is MPLS-enabled, the above
information can be easily obtained by querying the network routers just twice, as follows: (a) we query
the GRNET ingress router for the MPLS FEC (forward equivalence class) for the destination IP
address and (b) having obtained from the first step the FEC for the terminal border router in the path,
we query the terminal border router for the next-hop information, which is then returned as the egress
information.

Figure 1: Workflow for an inter-domain request made at the ANStool and forwarded to
AMPS

2.2 ANStool: intradomain agent of AMPS
The AMPS system has been implemented in a modular manner, allowing for different implementations
of its various components to be “dropped in”, as long as they provide a Web Service that complies with
a specified interface. .ANStool has been adapted in the following manner in order to be compatible
with this interface.
• Request from ANS User Interface to AMPS
We have used the ANS user interface (UI) as a client of the AMPS Web Service (WS). Users can make
request through the ANS UI that have one or more endpoints belonging to Géant’s administrative
domain and those requests are forwarded to the AMPS WS. This functionality enhances and simplifies
the user’s actions as the user only has to learn how to use the ANS UI and it is presented in Figure 1.
• Request from the AMPS system to ANStool
Requests that arrive in AMPS with one or more endpoints belonging to the GRNET domain (managed
by ANStool) are forwarded for implementation to ANStool. The ANS WS receives the request
information through SOAP calls made by AMPS and creates a local request object, which is then
handled in the same fashion as other requests created through the ANS UI.
For each service request the two tools exchange minimal topology information, the service type,
endpoints for the request, amount of Premium bandwidth requested, request start and end dates, as well
as police function details.
2.3 Testing
Tests were executed using an instance of the ANS software that was deployed at a sandbox machine. In
order to test the new functions and their usage with the SOAP protocol, we executed tests in two
phases:
• At the first phase of testing, a simple SOAP client was created, which would connect to the SOAP
server wrapper of the new ANS functions. This way, we were able to test a variety of
combinations and scenarios for all the implemented functions without inserting any complexity
from the interaction with the AMPS tool.
• During the second testing phase, the new functions were tested at the instance of the AMPS tool
that has been setup by GRNET for testing purposes. In this case, the AMPS Web GUI environment
was responsible for operating as a SOAP client upon a user action (creation / cancellation of
request, query) and contacting the ANS function implementations.
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